
CONSTRUCT
Modular sofa
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CONSTRUCT no. 1
3-seater + ottoman

Arm: Merano
Leg no. 11

Fabric: Monza beige 60
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Design a sofa that fits perfectly into your 
home with the sofa concept CONSTRUCT

The modularity of the CONSTRUCT concept enables 
you to mix and match a living environment that suits 
your needs.

The module system is available with three different 
heights on the front panel which gives each one its own 
expression – from the lightweight Scandinavian model 
to the sofa in classic lounge style. In addition to this, you 
have the option of different armrests and legs, which 
makes it easy for you to create your own individual style. 

Enhance the overall look with the fabric or leather type 
of your choice. 

CONSTRUCT

CONSTRUCT the sofa of your individual needs in

Six easy steps
1. Choice of expression
2. Choice of legs
3. Choice of armrests
4. Choice of seating comfort
5. Choice of arrangement
6. Choice of fabric/leather



Højde
25 cm

Højde
40 cm
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Højde
35 cm

CONSTRUCT no. 1 
Minimalism
New nordic style

Create a 
Scandinavian sofa 
style with lightweight 
look by choosing the 
slim front panel

Storage option is not possible

CONSTRUCT no. 2 
Elegance
Modern expression

Build your own sofa 
with a medium front 
panel if you are 
looking for a sofa 
that calls for cosiness 
and comfort

CONSTRUCT no. 3 
Stylish lounge
Classic look

Does your sofa need 
the perfect style for 
lounging? 
You can easily shape 
your own style sofa 
by choosing the high 
front panel

STEP 1
Choice of expression
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Leg 1
Solid beech 
leg with 
clear lacquer 
H: 20 cm

Leg 2
Round 
nickelplated 
leg 
H: 20 cm

Leg 7
Rectangular 
L-shaped 
nickelplated leg
H: 20 cm

Leg 17
Round 
mat black 
metal leg 
H: 20 cm

Leg 11
Solid white 
pigmented 
oak leg 
H: 20 cm

Leg 14
Solid oiled 
oak leg 
H: 20 cm

Leg 15
Rectangular 
L-shaped 
black metal leg
H: 20 cm

Leg 10
Round black 
metal leg 
H: 20 cm

Leg 3
Round L-shaped 
nickelplated leg
H: 10 cm

Leg 4
Round 
nickelplated leg 
H: 10 cm

Leg 8
Solid beech 
leg with clear 
lacquer
H: 10 cm

Leg 9
Round L-shaped 
black metal leg 
H: 10 cm

Leg 12
Solid white 
pigmented 
oak leg 
H: 10 cm

Leg 13
Solid oiled 
oak leg 
H: 10 cm

Leg 16
Round mat
black metal leg 
H: 10 cm

Leg 5
L-shaped leg 
with brushed 
steel 
H: 5 cm

Leg 6
L-shaped black 
wooden leg
H: 5 cm

The overall impression of your CONSTRUCT is completed 
by the choice of legs. Which style fits your home?

STEP 2
Choice of legs
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Merano
Rectangular and 
minimalistic 
armrest

Talida
Armrest with soft,
round shapes

Fargo
Armrest with soft 
and comfortable 
cushion

Hopton
Armrest with a soft 
rounded edge

STEP 3
Choice of armrests

Enhance your personal style with the right choice of armrest

Adelanto
Rounded armrest
with a sure touch
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Talida
Armrest with soft,
round shapes

Additional choice 1 
Choose the combination of high resilience foam 
and polyurethane foam with memory foam 
on top for excellent comfort. The high-density 
memory foam adapts to your body in response 
to pressure which gives an embracing feel.

        Memory foam (quality 40 kg) 

          Polyurethane foam (quality 30 kg)

The design of CONSTRUCT 
sofa is your guarantee for great 
seating comfort and a naturally 
firmer expression due to the use 
of High Resilience foam. The 
High Resilience foam has a very 
fast recovery and bounces back 
to its original shape immediately 
after compression.

COVER
Enhance the overall look 
with the fabric or leather 
type of your choice

FIBRE
The use of fibre on top of the 
High Resilience foam 
ensures a soft seating 
comfort

HIGH RESILIENCE FOAM
The use of High Resilience 
foam ensures a comfortable 
and long-lasting back 
cushion with the ability to 
retain its shape 
(quality: 30 kg)

High Resilience foam
The use of High Resilience 
foam ensures a comfortable 
and long-lasting seat 
cushion with the ability to 
retain its shape 
(quality: 40 kg)

Produced in Eastern Europe

Additional choice 2
Choose the combination of seat with 
pocket springs and back cushions 
with High Resilience foam if you 
want a sofa with extra support.

        Pocket springs 80% G

STEP 4
Choice of seating comfort

E

F
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STEP 5
Choice of arrangement

Corner
90 × 90 cm

Corner with
45˚ front
108 × 108 cm

2.5-seater
150 × 92 cm

3-seater 
180 × 92 cm 
Incl. support leg

3.5-SEATER 
225 × 92 cm
Incl. support leg 

2-seater 
130 × 92 cm 

Chaise right
99 × 162 cm 
With or without storage.
Hopton armrest 
is not compatible.

Straight chaise
85 × 162 cm 
With or without storage.

Chaise left
99 × 162 cm 
With or without storage.
Hopton armrest 
is not compatible.

Rest module 
left
90 × 129 cm 
With or without storage

Rest module 
right
90 × 129 cm 
With or without storage

1-seater
65 × 92 cm
75 × 92 cm
90 × 92 cm

Seaters

Corners

Rest modules

Chaises
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72 cm

72 cm
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Large ottoman
122 × 72 cm
With or without storage

Talida
90 × 24 cm

Adelanto
90 × 21 cm

Merano
90 × 21 cm

Small ottoman 
72 × 72 cm
With or without storage

Headrest
W: 65 cm
W: 75 cm
Adjustable

Ottomans

Armrests

Headrest

Storage options
With our rest modules and chaises you can make use of the space in 
the very best way by using the storage options that can be built into 
the modules in CONSTRUCT no. 2 and CONSTRUCT no. 3. Practical 
storage space is always present in CONSTRUCT no. 2 and 3 ottomans. 

CONSTRUCT no. 3 
Arm: Merano
Leg no. 5
Favourite arrangement no. 6
Leather: black

Hopton
90 × 9 cm
If the armrest is 
combined with a chaise 
longue, only the straight 
chaise can be selected.

Fargo
90 × 21 cm
When choosing a chaise or 
rest mo-dule with storage, 
this armrest is not an option. 
Without storage it can be used.
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The measurements refer to a sofa with Merano armrests.

Favourites 1
Arm + 2.5 seater + chaise + arm. 
W: 267 × D: 162 × H: 84 cm

Favourite 4
Arm + 2-seater + corner + 2.5-seater 
+ arm. W: 261 × D: 241 × H: 84 cm

Favourite 5
Rest module + corner + 2.5-seater + corner + 
2.5-seater + arm. W: 330 × D: 261 × H: 84 cm

Favourite 3
Arm + 2.5-seater + corner 45˚ + 2.5-seater 
+ arm. W: 279 × D: 279 × H: 84 cm

Favourite 6
Rest module + corner 45˚ + 2.5-seater + 
chaise + arm. W: 354 × D: 237 × H: 84 cm

Favourite 8
Arm + 2.5-seater + corner + 2.5-seater + 
chaise + arm. W: 336 × D: 261 × H: 84 cm

Our Favourite 
Arrangements

Favourite 2
Rest module + corner + 2.5-seater 
+ arm. W: 261 × D: 219 × H: 84 cm

Favourite 7
Arm + 2-seater + arm.
W: 172 × D: 92 × H: 84 cm

Arm + 2.5-seater + arm.
W: 192 × D: 92 × H: 84 cm
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The measurements refer to a sofa with Hopton armrests.

Favourite 1A
Hopton arm + 2.5 seater + 
straight chaise + Hopton arm. 
W: 243 × D: 162 × H: 84 cm

Favourite 6A
Rest module + corner 45˚ + 2.5-seater + 
straight chaise + Hopton arm. 
W: 342 × D: 237 × H: 84 cm

Favourite 8A
Hopton arm + 2.5-seater + corner + 
2.5-seater + straight chaise + Hopton 
arm. W: 324 × D: 249 × H: 84 cm

CONSTRUCT no 1 
Arm: Hopton
Leg no. 10
Favourite arrangement no. 1A
Fabric: Basel dark grey 19



CONSTRUCT no. 2 
Arm: Talida

Leg no. 9
Favourite no. 1 with adjustable headrest

Fabric: Basel beige 24

Adjustable headrest 
An adjustable headrest 

will make you comfortable 
while you sit on your 

CONSTRUCT modular 
sofa. Place the headrest 
in the position you prefer 
for ultimate support and 

relaxation.

Actona Group A/S
Smedegaardvej 6

7500 Holstebro - Denmark
+45 9613 5111

info@actonagroup.com
www.actonagroup.com
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